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Definition

“Industrial Control System is any sort of device/system 
which includes a programmable computer 

but mostly it is not intended to be 
recognized as a computer.”

Operates in safety-critical environments.

Mostly involves the use of 
Real-Time Operating System.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There exists two tendencies in the domain of hardware architecture construction of ICS: construction of module-oriented systems, on the basis of standard system buses and construction of single-chip microcontrollers. The latter has the ability for enhancement with additional modules like I/O controllers, process peripheral devices for connection with the control objects, Memory modules, etc.Typical examples of elements of ICS are intelligent sensors, intelligent actuators, etc.Usually industrial computer systems have very high extra-functional requirements about reliability, robustness and dependability and real-time operation. These requirements demand to incorporate a real-time operating systems to manage the tasks and processes of the Industrial Control System.



Industrial Control Systems :Industrial Control Systems

Controller-object interaction

Principles of operation 



Controller-Object Interaction

1. Signal exchange
► type of signals
► hardware I/O systems
► time-driven & event driven exchange

2. Interaction with the object

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The signals between the plant and the devices often need additional processing (signal normalization, sample and hold, etc.). 
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Signal Exchange

Types of signals:
 Analogous

 Discrete

 Pulse

Continuous both by time and level.

Discrete by time and level.

The information is carried by the 
length of the impulse.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The signals between the plant and the devices often need additional processing (signal normalization, sample and hold, etc.). 



Signal Exchange

Two forms :

 Time-Driven

 Event-Driven
The interaction takes place at 
predefined moments of time
The interaction takes place

when a certain event occurs

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In both forms of signal exchange, the processing is managed by interrupts, but there is a difference between the activation of those interrupts. In time driven systems the interrupt is risen by an interval timer, while in the event-driven systems, the occurrence of a certain event, rises the corresponding interrupt flag.
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Industrial Control Systems

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The Industrial Control Systems can be a part of complex system for factory automation. In this case it represents the lower level in the automation system and commonly need means to connect with higher level computers.X1 – Xn -> a set of feedback signalsY1 – Ym -> a set of control signalsSignals from the plant, which are possible for observation and control, are marked hereinafter as Feedback Signals.Also control device may be connected to a network, for example Ethernet or CAN.In order to differentiate between analogous and discrete signals different marks are used for the control signals: U for analogous (continuous) signals and X for discrete signals.



Industrial Control Systems

Main types :
 Continuous

 Discrete

 Hybrid

Continuous interaction signals – they 
need conversion in both interaction 

directionsDiscrete signals in both directions

The plant operates in a mixed mode

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
This classification is based on the types of the signals being exchanged between the control computer (device) and the plant.Continuous  systems control the function of a continuous plant that should share continuous signals with the control device. In this case output signals from the plant should be converted to discrete and vice-versa. Primers of continuous plants can be found in the chemical industry, metallurgy, power engineering, etc.Discrete plants functions in discrete space and time. and has discrete amounts of input and output physical flows. There exist a certain commonality of the functional algorithms of the control device and the plant. Typical primers for discrete plants are line productions into machinery works.The operation of the hybrid (mixed continuous and discrete) plants may be introduced as periodically repeating continuous set of technological activities.
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Continuous Objects

Interaction : 
 The controller is a discontinuous machine.

 Both incoming to and outgoing from the 
controller signals are continuous.

 Requires analogous I/O subsystems

 Two types of signal quantifying  
►By level
►By time

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The different nature of the plant and the computer, enforce the presence of the analogous hardware I/O subsystems - AOS and AIS.Meanings of discrete signals are binary coded and it is impossible to represent a continuous signal exactly.Moreover it is not possible to scan continuously the signals from the plant. This can be done only at discrete moments of time. This makes compulsory the discontinuation process to be done both by signal level and time.
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The analogous feedback signals Y are usually measured by specific sensors.The interval timer sets the sample interval for signal discontinuation by time. The sample time, which the interval timer sets usually depends on the characteristics of the process, being controlled, and is usually equal to 0,1Tmin, where Tmin is the minimal time constant.ADC is the main part of AIS. It forms binary codes, equivalent to the actual meaning of the signal.Backward conversions are performed by ADC, which is main part of the AOS.



Continuous Objects

Signal Conversions :

 Quantifying by level

 Quantifying by time

 Discrete-to-analogous

Performed by the ADC

Performed by timers

Performed by the DAC



Continuous Objects
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
AIS, AOS, DIS, DOPS are hardware I/O subsystems. The set of AIS, AOS, DIS, DOPS and IT is unified under the term process peripheral devices.CP encapsulates the programs and procedures for the communication protocol. DPRAM can be read both by CPU and CP, without need to pass data to the system bus.OD includes specific input/output devices (keyboards, light indicators, portable terminal devices, etc) and serves for tuning the ECS.



Continuous Objects

Analogous ICS -> time chart of operation 

Scanning feedback signalsPreliminary processing of  
feedback signals

Calculating control signalsApplying control signalsBackground application

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The first phase is performed by a specific program, called analogous input driver.The phase of preliminary processing of feedback signals includes activities such as signal normalization, linearization, conversion from electrical to technical measurement units, etc.During the third phase control values are calculated.In the fourth phase calculated control values are applied as control outputs to the object (plant).The background application implements the interface for HMI (change of control parameters or monitoring), the connection with higher level computers. It should be less resource demanding than the other software.



Continuous Objects

Analogous ICS -> how does it works
 Control device periodically executes a specific 

control task

 Period depends on the plant dynamics

 Period is based on interrupt requests

 Fluctuations of the moment for execution of 
phase 4 may occur

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Control device periodically executes a specific control task – phases from 1 to 4.The period is based on interrupt requests from the interval timer.The time for execution of the first three phases may vary due to the following reasons:there may arise different computation branches of the programsThere may exist many concurrently running control tasks with different sample times



Continuous Objects

Analogous ICS -> avoiding output jitter

Old time chart

New time chart

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
To avoid the jitter effect of the aforesaid time fluctuations, the control output may be applied at the end of the period, or at the beginning of the next one.



Continuous Objects
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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In this block-daigram the operations for offline diagnostics and initialization of the interval timer are performed once during machine startup. The background program is usually a general purpose application that does not have real-time requirements. It is periodically interrupted by the interval timer that starts the control program. It has been implemented as ISR (Interrupt Service Routine).



Interaction:

Control Unit
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Discrete Objects

Control
signals

Feedback
signals

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Besides the control and feedback signals, the controller may also receive a set of additional analogous signals.



Discrete Objects

Basics of the interaction :
 Typical for the machinery construction industry 

and the transport industry.

 Both the plant and the control unit function discretely

 Exchanged signals are usually discrete

 Analogous signals used to create additional 
control conditions

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Because the plant and the controller are discrete units, the exchanged signals have similar nature. Thus both units may be represented with similar models – discrete automata.Control and feedback signals are binaries and they are represented abstractly as Boolean expressions or predicates.The additional analogous signals may be used to form additional binary signals, for instance by the means of comparison.



Discrete Objects

Discrete Industrial Control Systems (DICS)

Evolution:

 Relay Schemes

 Digital Electronic Circuits

 Programmable Controllers
►Programmable Logic Controllers
►State Logic Controllers

 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous DICS

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Earlier generations of Industrial Control Systems were implemented by relay schemes. Next generations used digital electronic circuits. Drawback of both these approaches was the hardware dependent algorithm.Contemporary the core of discrete Industrial systems is the programmable controller – specialized computer that runs the control program. Depending on the organization of the computational processes, microcontrollers are divided in two categories: Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) and State Logic Controllers (SLC).The control program in PLCs represents a model of the desired system structure. The second controllers category (SLC) is based on control program behaviour representation.Discrete Industrial Control Systems (DICS)  appear to be mostly synchronous systems. Control programs are activated by timer requests. However there exist also asynchronous realizations, where control programs are activated by requests from external events.The control program may be implemented as ISR or as aperiodic task, managed by RTOS. Contemporary control algorithms most often employ the synchronous concept. Asynchronous approach should be utilized for emergency situations reactions.



Discrete Objects

Plant and control device modeling and design
 Automata models

 Operational and control automaton

 Abstract synthesis of control automaton
► Mealy Automata
► Moore Automata
► Petri Nets
► etc.

 Structural synthesis of control automata

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The function of the plant is considered as a finite series of technological operations. This way it can be formally described as a finite state machine (FSM) or automaton. As the controller is also a discrete device, it may also be described in the terms of FSM. The plant is named operational automaton and the controller – control automaton.The controller should form a control signal for each plant state. This causes an execution of a particular technological operation into the plant.Abstract synthesis of the control automaton involves the generation of certain formal models of the controller's functioning: Moore and Mealy machines, Petri Nets (Grafcet Diagrams), etc.The aim of the structural synthesis is to achieve the structural schema of the control device. It is not a trivial task especially for automata with higher (above 100) number of states.



Programmable controller -> time chart 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Discrete Objects

Scanning the feedback signalsCalculating control signalsApplying control signals

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The time chart is similar with the continuous ECS. However in the case of discrete systems the phase of preprocessing of feedback signals absents.During the first phase the control device scans the feedback signals by a program called input discrete driver. Control device applies the control signal using a program, called output discrete driver.



Discrete Objects

DICS programming

1. Different approaches for SLC and PLC
► Abstract Synthesis for SLC
► Structural Synthesis for PLC

2. Languages -> specialized languages exist 
for both controllers types
► PLC – IEC 61131 Standards
► SLC – Petri Nets, FSM, or other visual language

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
State logic controllers emulate the behavior of the control automata, while programmable logic controller emulate the structure of control automata and thus indirectly controls the behaviour. The difference in the implementation of the control programs in discrete controllers appears in phase 2 of the time-chart.The PLC was invented in 1969 as a replacement for hardwired panels of electromechanical relays and related devices. The PLC offers the speed, I/O scanning , and factory floor toughness required for reliable performance in industrial real-time applications. It uses a set of languages defined in IEC 61131-3 standard to describing the structure of control program in PLC. The control program may be processed either by a compiler or interpreter.The program of SLC is entered into the control computer via a program generator, which accepts the graphical representation of the automaton model.State Logic is a methodology for control not based on combinational logic but on Finite State Machine Theory. State Logic is so powerful because it inherently contains a template or framework perfect for modeling any real world process. At present PLCs are more widespread, but in future SLCs are supposed to displace them.



The END
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